GERMAN, NORDIC, AND SLAVIC

GERMAN

PROFESSORS
Monika Chavez
Sabine Gross
Sonja Klocke
Mark Louden*
B. Venkat Mani
Pamela Potter
Jolanda Vanderwal Taylor

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Salvatore Calomino
Sonja Klocke
Sabine Möedersheim

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Hannah V. Eldridge
Julia Goetze
Katerina Somers
Adam Stern
Sunny Yudkoff

TEACHING FACULTY
Julie Larson-Guenette
Jeanne Schueller

LECTURER
Melissa Sheedy

*Unit Head

SCANDINAVIAN STUDIES (NORDIC)

PROFESSOR
Susan Brantly
Thomas DuBois
Kirsten Wolf*

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Dean Krouk

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Claus Andersen
Benjamin Mier-Cruz
Liina-Ly Roos

TEACHING FACULTY
B. Marcus Cederström
Scott A. Mellor

SLAVIC STUDIES

RUSSIAN

PROFESSORS
David Danaher*
Karen Evans-Romaine
Irina Shevelenko

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Andrew Reynolds

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Maksim Hanukai
Kirill Ospovat
Marina Zilbergerts

TEACHING FACULTY
Jennifer Tishler
Anna Tumarkin

LECTURERS
Sara Karpukhin
Alexandra Walter

*unit head

POLISH

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Łukasz Wodzyński

SENIOR LECTURER
Ewa Miernowska

LECTURER
Krzysztof Borowski

PROFESSOR EMERIT
Halina Filipowicz

CZECH

PROFESSOR
David Danaher*

*unit head

OTHER LANGUAGES

NâlâN Erbil - Turkish, Faculty Associate
Gulnara Glowacki - Kazakh, Senior lecturer
Oksana Stoychuk - Ukrainian
FOLKLORE PROGRAM
FOLKLORE COURSE TEACHING CORE:
Lowell Brower, Lecturer, Teaching Faculty; German, Nordic and Slavic
B. Marcus Cederström, Teaching Faculty; German, Nordic and Slavic
Langston Collin Wilkins, Assistant Professor, German, Nordic, and Slavic
and African American Studies
Thomas DuBois, Professor; German, Nordic and Slavic
Christine Garlough*, Professor; Gender and Women's Studies
Nathan Gibson, Audio-Visual Preservation Archivist, UW-Madison General
Library System
Janet Gilmore, Professor; Planning and Landscape Architecture
Jennifer Gipson, Assistant Professor; French and Italian
Scott Mellor, Faculty Associate; German, Nordic and Slavic
Anna Rue, Assistant Faculty Associate; Center for the Study of Upper
Midwestern Cultures

FOLKLORE CROSS-LISTED COURSE
TEACHING CORE:
Matthew H. Brown, Assistant Professor; African Cultural Studies
Jerome Camal, Associate Professor, Anthropology
Nadia Chana, Assistant Professor; Music: Ethnomusicology
Peggy Choy, Associate Professor; Dance
Susan Cook, Professor, School of Music
Laurie Beth Clark, Professor, Art and Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies
Mary Hoefferle, Faculty Associate, Art
Rob Howard, Professor; Communication Arts
Evelyn Howell, Professor, Department of Planning and Landscape
Architecture
Maria Lepowski, Professor, Anthropology
Chris Livanos, Professor, Comparative Literature
Alfonso Morales, Professor, Urban and Regional Planning
Michael Peterson, Professor, Art and Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies
Ann Smart Martin, Professor, Art History
J. Randolph Valentine, Professor; Language Sciences & American Indian
Studies
Rebekah Willett, Associate Professor, iSchool

*unit head